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ABSTRACT

In this project we explored various aI)proaches to presenting real-time data from the numer-

ous systems monitored on the shuttle to comt)uter users. We examined the at)proach that

several projects at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) used to accomplish this.

We undertook to build a prototype system to demonstrate that thc Internet and the Java

programming language could bc used to present the real-time data conveniently. Several Java

programs were developed that presented real-time data in different forms including one forin

that emulated the display screens of the PC GOAL system, this system is familiar to many at

KSC. Also, we developed sew, ral communicating programs to supply the data continuously.

Furthermore, a framework was created using the World Wide Web (WWW) to organize the

collection and presentation of the real-time data.

We believe our demonstration project shows tile great flexibility of the approach. We

had no particular use for the data in mind, instead wc wanted the most general and the

least complex framework possible. People who wish to view data need only know how to use

a WWW browser and the address (tile URL). People wanting to build WWW documents

containing real-time data need only know the values of a few parameters--they do not need to

program in Java or any other language. These are stunning advantages over more monolithic

systems.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Real-Time Data

During the operation of the shuttle, sensors are monitoring many of the shuttle systems. This

data goes to special hardware at the Launch Control Center (LCC) known as the Common

Data Buffer (CDBF). Lots of data is collected, approximately 30,000 measurements. These

measureraents are continually changing---some of them can change rapidly at certain times.

The data is used in monitoring the operation of the shuttle and in analyzing substems for

saftey, performance, technolgical improvements, etc.

The goal of this project to design a new information system structure to meet all these

needs.

2 Related projects

Several systems use the real-time data from the CDBF. These systems vary vastly in purpose

and sophistication.

2.1 PC GOAL

The goals of the PC GOAL system presents shuttle data on schematic like screens described

by character-oriented DSP files. Figure 1 shows one of the PC GOAL display screens. The

system PC GOAL system requires Intel computer and special networking hardware and

software to work. The data collection engine is fast and reliable.

2.2 PAT

Rockwell's propulsion advisor tool (PAT) is designed to do intelligence analysis, It is not

this aspect that is relevant here at the moment, but rather its the overall architecture. PAT

is an X Window System application. This provides excellent and efficient graphics.

The X Window System requires that the software be ported and distributed to all the

platforms. Also the computer users would have to be running the X Window System. Ac-

tually more different platforms run the X Window System than support Java, but currently

more users are familiar with WWW browsers than with the X Window System.
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2.3 Exodus

The Exodus project displays its data on WWW (tocum¢_nts using CGI pr,_gr;ml_;. !:i_,u_.

3 shows one the documents produced by the CGI program with some real-time data. (l:,,_

some reason, unreasonable numbers and strange characters appear in the l)la,'e of the __,:,_,_'

data, but that is not the point here.) Periodically another document is t)rodu,'od with l.!_,_

data on it and sent to the WWW browser. This requires a lot of redundant w,twork tratti<

when on a few numbers have changed. Also graphics are hard to produce <,n an H'I'MI.

document without resorting to graphic images that would have to be transmiITed each l il!_,'

to the browser.

3 Java applets

The key difference with using Java is that the applet makes a connection to a data serww m.d

only the data is transmited across the network after the initial class is transmited. Figures

4 and 5 depict the situation.

The advantages are in using Java are even greater than narrow technical merits suggest.

Administratively, the operation of real-time data service using Java is nmch better. The

Java applet is written once and executed remotely; no porting has to be done. Also, the
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Figure 4: A WWW server distributes a ,Java applet
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Figure 5: Then, the applet connects with the TCP/IP data server
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latest version of tile apt)let is always distributed to tile user; there is no version control

t)roblem. Finally, the oI)eration of the service is easy as browsers at(' ubiquitous; no training

is re(tuired.

4 Using the Display Applet

Adding real-tiIne data to an HTML document is easy in the framework we have developed.

Here is all an example of using the display applet. The indicated FD's are displayed oil

the PC GOAL display background L0XPRIM. The numbers are used into place the data in a

rectangle region of the image. The format governs how the data is displayed.

<applet code="DisplayApplet06" width=576 height=465>

<param name="server" value="ectol">

<param name="orbit er" value=" I04">

<param name="background" value="LOXPRIM.DSP">

<param

<param

<param

<param

name="OFD" value="GLOPOOO6h">

name="Oclass" value="TextDisplayClass" >

name="Oformat" value="Y,5. If">

name="Opos" value="80,28,40,14">

<param name=" 1FD"

<param name="l class ''

<param name=" Iformat"

<param name=" ipos"

</applet>

value="GLOQO229A">

value="TextDisplayClass">

value="_4.0f">

value="184,28,32,14">

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have completed a prototype implementation in the Java programming language in which

real-time data carl be display on top of images, in PC GOAL DSP files, or in individual

components. Figure 6 shows a Java applet emulating the PC GOAL screen L0XPRIM.

The graphical user interface is primitive, but until demand requires a particular func-

tion, making the interface more elaborate would be less productive. The work now needs

to turn to the client/server architecture and design of appropriate network protocols and

communication programs.
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A Links

The scientific literature is no particular use in understanding the context or methods of this

work, so in lieu of references I have listed a number of links to material on the WWW that:

provides additional information pertaining to the project.

Books - a list of books o, Java

http://www, cs. f it. edu/'ryan/ogi/j ava-books, html

Demonstration using DSP files - a browser that understands Java can view real-time

data by staring at this URL and picking one of the PC GOAL display screens.

http ://ectol. ksc. nasa. gov : 8600/ryan/dsp/

Exodus - The Exodus project

LPS http://lpsweb, ksc. nasa. gov/

PC GOAL http://Ipswebksc, nasa. gov/SDC/PCGOAL/homepage, html

Personel of the Advanced Systems and Analysis Division

http://err-de, ksc.nasa. gov/de/dm/dm-asd/personnel, html

Ryan Stansifer - author of this report

http://www, cs. fit. edu/'ryan/
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